A method/system for processing messages and a converged service system are provided. The method for processing messages comprises: a converged service system receives a message request sent from a traditional message service user via a traditional message service system and performs a converged service message format conversion on the message request (step S102); the converged service system determines an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request, and sends a converged service user the ID of the traditional message service system included in the converted message request (step S104); the converged service system receives a predefined service message from the converged service user, wherein the ID of the traditional message service system is included in the predefined service message (step S106); the converged service system performs a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message and sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message (step S108). By using the invention, the service experience of the user is improved.
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METHOD/SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING MESSAGES AND CONVERGED SERVICE SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications, particularly to a method/system for processing messages and a converged service system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of IP-based networks, traditional telecom services need to be transferred towards IP-based next-generation networks. At present, standards organizations such as 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) and Telecommunications and Internet Converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networking (TISPAN) all regard Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as a basic protocol of a next-generation core network and consider an SIP-based IP network as a network foundation of service applications. A converged service system is a new system architecture based on a next-generation network. In a converged service system, various networks with different structures coexist and can be interconnected and realize seamless connection and handover, wherein realizing a group session through an SIP-based network is one of the main functions of a converged service system.

[0003] An SIP-based converged service system supports not only a message exchange between converged service users but also a message exchange between a converged service user and a traditional message service user. During a message exchange between a traditional message service user and a converged service user, when the traditional message service user sends a message to the converged service user and requires a return receipt or a reading report from the converged service user, the diversity of traditional message service systems makes the return receipt or reading report from a converged service system unable to be correctly sent to the corresponding traditional message service system, resulting in the traditional message service user unable to correctly receive the return receipt or reading report from the converged service user and going against the service experience of the user.

SUMMARY

[0004] In consideration of the problem that a traditional message service user is unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from a converged service user in related art, which goes against the service experience of the user, the present invention is provided. Therefore, a main objective of the present invention is to provide an improved message processing solution to solve the above-mentioned problems.

[0005] In order to realize the above-mentioned objective, according to an aspect of the present invention, a method for processing messages is provided, which is used for performing a message exchange between a traditional message service user and a converged service user via a converged service system and a traditional message service system.

[0006] The method for processing messages according to the present invention comprises: the converged service system receives a message request sent from the traditional message service user via the traditional message service system and performs a converged service message format conversion on the message request; the converged service system determines an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request, and sends the ID of the traditional message service system included in the converted message request to the converged service user; the converged service system receives a pre-defined service message from the converged service user, wherein the ID of the traditional message service system is included in the predefined service message; and the converged service system performs a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message and sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message.

[0007] According to an aspect of the present invention, a method for processing messages is provided, which is used for performing a message exchange between a user of a first service system and a user of a second service system via the first service system and the second service system.

[0008] The method for processing messages according to the present invention comprises: the second service system receives a message request sent from the user of the first service via the first service system; the second service system determines an ID of the first service system sending the message request according to the message request and sends the user of the second service system the ID of the first service system included in the message request; the second service system receives a predefined service message from the user of the second service system, wherein the ID of the first service system is included in the predefined service message; and the second service system sends the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message.

[0009] According to another aspect of the present invention, a converged service system is provided.

[0010] The converged service system according to the present invention comprises an exchange unit and an exchange selection unit. The exchange unit comprises: a first receiving module, which is used for receiving a message request sent from a traditional message service user via a traditional message service system; a first conversion module, which is used for performing a converged service message format conversion on the message request in the first receiving module; a determination module, which is used for determining an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request in the conversion module; a first sending module, which is used for sending the message request in the first conversion module to a converged service user, wherein the message includes the ID of the traditional message service system in the determination module; a second receiving module, which is used for receiving a predefined service message from the exchange selection unit, wherein the predefined service message includes the ID of the traditional message service system; a second conversion module, which is used for performing a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message coming from the second receiving module; and a second sending module, which is used for sending the predefined service message in the second conversion module to the exchange selection module; and the exchange selection unit comprises: a third receiv-
ing module, which is used for receiving the predefined service message from the converged service user; a determination module, which is used for determining a corresponding exchange unit according to the ID of the traditional message service system included in the predefined service message; and a third sending module, which is used for sending the predefined service message to the corresponding exchange unit.

[0011] According to another aspect of the present invention, a system for processing messages is provided.

[0012] The system for processing messages according to the present invention comprises a traditional message service system and the above-mentioned converged service system.

[0013] Through at least one of the above-mentioned technical solutions of the present invention and through introducing the ID of a traditional message system into a corresponding message transmission flow, the problem that a traditional message service user is unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from a converged service user is solved and the service experience of the user is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The drawings are intended to provide further understanding to the present invention and constitute one part of the description. The drawings and the embodiments of the present invention together are used to illustrate but not to limit the present invention. In the drawings:

[0015] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for processing messages according to a method embodiment of the present invention;

[0016] FIG. 2 is a structure block diagram of a service environment in which messages are processed according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0017] FIG. 3 is a detailed processing flow chart of a method for processing messages according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0018] FIG. 4 is a structure block diagram of a converged service system according to a system embodiment of the present invention; and

[0019] FIG. 5 is a structure block diagram of a system for processing messages according to a system embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Function overview

[0021] Currently, due to the diversity of traditional message service systems, during a message exchange between a traditional message service user and a converged service user, the traditional message service user may be unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from the converged service user. To address this problem, the basic concept of the present invention comprises: a converged service system identifies a traditional message service system according to a message sent by a; it is traditional message service user via the traditional message service system, determines an ID of the traditional message service system and sends the ID to a converged service user, so that when the converged service user sends a return receipt and a reading report to the traditional message service user via the converged service system, the converged service system can identify the corresponding traditional message service system.

[0022] If there is no conflict, the embodiments of the present invention and the characteristics shown in the embodiments may be combined.

[0023] The present invention will be described with reference to the drawings.

[0024] Method Embodiment 1

[0025] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a method for processing a message return receipt and a reading report is provided.

[0026] It should be noted that for easy description, the technical solution of the method embodiment of the present invention is shown and described in the form of steps below, and the steps shown below may be executed in a computer system in which instructions are executable by a group of computers. A logic sequence is illustrated in the related drawings, but in some cases, the illustrated or described steps may be executed in a sequence different from this sequence.

[0027] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for processing a message return receipt and a reading report according to an embodiment of the present invention. The method is used for performing a message exchange between a traditional message service user and a converged service user via a converged service system and a traditional message service system. As shown in FIG. 1, the method comprises the following processing (S102-S108).

[0028] S102: a converged service system receives a message request sent from a traditional message service user via a traditional message service system and performs a converged service message format conversion on the message request, wherein the message request includes an ID of the converged service user, an ID of the predefined service and context of the message.

[0029] S104: the converged service system determines an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request, and sends the ID of the traditional message service system included in the converted message request to the converged service user; and the converged service user generates a corresponding predefined service message according to the ID of the predefined service and the content of the message, and sends the predefined service message of the converged service user to the converged service system.

[0030] S106: the converged service system receives a predefined service message from the converged service user, wherein the ID of the traditional message service system is included in the predefined service message.

[0031] S108: the converged service system performs a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message and sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message; and the traditional message service system sends the predefined service message to the traditional message service user.

[0032] Through the technical solution provided by the embodiment of the present invention and through introducing the ID of a traditional message system into a corresponding message transmission flow, the problem that a traditional message service user is unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from a converged service user is solved and the service experience of the user is improved.

[0033] The method described in FIG. 1 will be illustrated below in connection with an embodiment. For easy understanding of the embodiment of the present invention, the
application block diagram of the embodiment will be explained before the embodiment is illustrated. FIG. 2 shows a structure block diagram of a method for realizing message processing. As shown in FIG. 2, the service environment mainly comprises a converged service terminal, a converged service system, a traditional message service system and is a traditional message service terminal.

[0034] The converged service terminal provides various kinds of converged service applications for users; the converged service system mainly comprises a message and session processing server, an exchange selection module and an exchange module. The message and session processing server is used for receiving and sending the message and session information of the converged service terminal, and distributes or routes the message or session request to the traditional message service system. The exchange selection module is used for determining which traditional message service is adopted to send the message to the traditional message service user according to the content of the message, a destination address type and other information. The exchange module is used for implementing a format conversion and a transmission protocol conversion between a converged service message and a traditional message. The traditional message service system provides traditional users with traditional message service functions, such as short message service and multimedia message service, etc..

[0035] FIG. 3 is a detailed processing flow chart of the method shown in FIG. 1. The present invention is illustrated below by supposing the predefined service is a return receipt or a reading report. As shown in FIG. 3, the method comprises the following processing (301-317).

[0036] 301: a traditional message service user sends a message request to a converged service user and requires the converged service user to feed back a return receipt or a reading report; first of all, a traditional message service terminal sends a message request to a traditional message service system, wherein the message request includes content of the message, an ID of the return receipt or an ID of the reading report, an ID of the converged service user and an ID of the traditional service user, wherein the ID of the converged service user may be a mobile phone number of the converged service user.

[0037] 302: the traditional message service system obtains the message request coming from the converged service user, determines according to the ID of the converged service user in the message request that the user is a converged service user, and is forwards the message request to the exchange module of the converged service system.

[0038] 303: the exchange module obtains the message request coming from the traditional message service system (corresponding to step S102) and converts the message request into a message format identifiable to the converged service system, i.e. a message format required by the converged service system; for example, under the circumstance that the ID of the converged service user is a mobile phone number, the mobile phone number is converted into address information that can be routed under a converged service environment, and a preferred processing method comprises: establishing a one-to-one correspondence between a mobile phone number of the converged service user and address information under a converged service environment in advance, i.e. each mobile phone number of the converged service user corresponds to only one address information in the converged service system, adding the ID to which the traditional message service system corresponds into the converted message request, and sending the message request to the message and session processing server (corresponding to step S104).

[0039] 304: the message and session processing server obtains the message request coming from the exchange module and sends the message request to a corresponding converged service user terminal according to the ID of the converged service user in the message request.

[0040] 305: the converged service user terminal receives the message request coming from the message and session processing server, obtains the ID of the traditional message service system, the content of the message, the ID of the return receipt or the ID of the reading report in the message request and returns a response message to the message and session processing server.

[0041] 306: the message and session processing server obtains the response message coming from the converged service user terminal and forwards the response message to the exchange module.

[0042] 307: the exchange module converts the response message coming from the message and session processing server into a message format required by the traditional message service system, then it sends the converted response message to the traditional message service system through a transmission protocol required by the traditional message service system.

[0043] 308: the converged service user terminal judges according to the ID of the return receipt or the ID of the reading report in the message request that the traditional message service user requires it to feedback a return receipt or a reading report, so it generates information of the return receipt or reading report and sends a service feedback message (i.e. the predefined service message described above) to the message and session processing server; the service feedback message includes the ID of the traditional message service system, the information of the return receipt or reading report, and the ID of the traditional service user.

[0044] 309: the message and session processing server obtains the service feedback message coming from the converged service user terminal (corresponding to step S106), judges that the message is a return receipt or a reading report, and that the user is a traditional message service user according to the ID of the traditional message service system in the message, and then forwards the service feedback message to the exchange selection module.

[0045] 310: the exchange selection module obtains the service feedback message coming from the message and session processing server and judges the content in the service feedback message is information of a return receipt or a reading report, then according to the ID of the traditional message service system included in the service feedback message, it determines the traditional message service system corresponding to the ID, thereby determining the corresponding exchange module. During concrete implementation, if there are multiple exchange modules, then an exchange module corresponding to the determined traditional message service system will be selected and the service feedback message will be sent to the corresponding exchange module; if there is only one exchange module, then the service feedback message will be directly sent to the exchange module.

[0046] 311: the exchange module obtains the service feedback message coming from the exchange selection module, converts the content of the return receipt or reading report into...
a message format identifiable to the traditional message service system according to the ID of the traditional message service system included in the message, and sends the content of the converted return receipt or reading report to the traditional message service system through a corresponding transmission protocol (corresponding to step S108).

[0047] 312: the traditional message service system obtains the content of the return receipt or reading report coming from the exchange module, and returns a response message to the exchange module.

[0048] 313: the exchange module obtains the response message coming from the traditional message service system, converts the response message into a message format identifiable to the converged service system, and sends the converted response message to the exchange selection module.

[0049] 314: the exchange selection module receives the response message coming from the exchange module, and forwards the response message to the message and session processing server.

[0050] 315: the message and session processing server obtains the response message coming from the exchange selection module and forwards the response message to the converged service user terminal.

[0051] 316: the traditional message service system determines a corresponding traditional message service user according to the ID of the traditional message service user, and sends the content of the return receipt or reading report to the terminal of the determined traditional message service user.

[0052] 317: after the traditional message service user terminal obtains the content of the return receipt or reading report coming from the traditional message service system, it returns a response message to the traditional message service system.

[0053] Method Embodiment 2

[0054] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a method for processing converged messages is provided, which is used for performing a message exchange between a user of a first service system and a user of a second service system via the first service system and the second service system.

[0055] The method for processing converged messages according to the embodiment of the present invention comprises: a second service system receives a message request sent from a user of a first service system via the first service system; the second service system determines an ID of the first service system sending the message request according to the message request and sends a user of the second service system, the ID of the first service system included in the message request; the second service system receives a predefined service message from the user of the second service system, wherein the ID of the first service system is included in the predefined service message; after the second service system sends the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message, the corresponding first service system sends the predefined service message to the user of the first service system.

[0056] Wherein, the above-mentioned message request includes an ID of the user of the second service system, an ID of the predefined service and content of the message. The above-mentioned ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of the return receipt and an ID of the reading report.

[0057] It should be noted that the above-mentioned first service system may be a traditional message service system, and the second service system may be a converged service system, but they are not limited to these. Other service systems implementing the embodiments of the present invention are still within the protection scope of the present invention.

[0058] System Embodiment 1

[0059] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a converged service system is provided.

[0060] FIG. 4 shows a structure block diagram of a converged service system according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4, the system comprises an exchange unit 10 and an exchange selection unit 20.

[0061] Below the functions of the above-mentioned units are described in details.

[0062] The exchange unit 10 comprises a first receiving module 101, a first conversion module 102, a determination module 103, a second receiving module 104, a second conversion module 105, a second conversion module 106 and a second sending module 107.

[0063] The first receiving module 101 is used for receiving a message request sent from a traditional message service user via a traditional message service system. The first conversion module 102 connected to the first receiving module 101 is used for performing a converged service message format conversion on the message request in the first receiving module 101. The determination module 103 connected to the first receiving module 102 is used for determining an ID of the traditional message service system according to the message request in the first conversion module 102. The first receiving module 104 connected to the first conversion module 102 and the determination module 103 is used for sending the message request in the first conversion module 102 to a converged service user, wherein the message request includes the ID of the traditional message service system determined by the determination module 103. The second receiving module 105 is used for receiving a predefined service message from the exchange selection unit, wherein the predefined service message includes the ID of the traditional message service system. The second conversion module 106 connected to the second receiving module 105 is used for performing a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message coming from the second receiving module 105.

[0064] The second sending module 107 connected to the second conversion module 106 is used for sending the predefined service message converted by the second conversion module 106 to the traditional message service user. The exchange selection unit 20 comprises a third receiving module 201, a determination module 202 and a third sending module 203. The third receiving module 201 is used for receiving the predefined service message from the converged service user. The determination module 202 connected to the third receiving module 201 is used for determining a corresponding exchange unit according to the ID of the traditional message service system included in the predefined service message in the third receiving module 201. The third sending module 203 connected to the second receiving module 105 is used for sending the predefined service message to the corresponding exchange unit.

[0065] Further, the system may also comprise a message and session processing server, which is used for realizing a message exchange between a converged service user and the
exchange module, or a message exchange between a converged service user and the exchange selection module.

[0066] It should be noted that the first receiving module 101 and the second receiving module 105 may be set in one, the first conversion module 102 and the second conversion module 106 may be set in one, and the first sending module 104 and the second sending module 107 may be set in one.

[0067] Through the converged service system provided by an embodiment of the present invention and through introducing the ID of a traditional message system into a corresponding message transmission flow, the problem that a traditional message service user is unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from a converged service user is solved and the service experience of the user is improved.

[0068] System Embodiment 2

[0069] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a system for processing messages is provided.

[0070] FIG. 5 shows a system for processing messages according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the system for processing messages comprises a traditional message service system 50 and a converged service system 52, wherein the converged service system 52 may be the converged service system as shown in FIG. 4 and will not be described in details here.

[0071] As described above, with the help of the method for processing messages, the converged service system and the system for processing messages provided by the present invention, and through introducing an ID of a traditional message system into a corresponding message transmission flow, the problem that a traditional message service user is unable to correctly receive a return receipt or a reading report from a converged service user is solved and the service experience of the user is improved.

[0072] The above-mentioned descriptions are preferred embodiments of the present invention and are not intended to limit the present invention. For those skilled in the art, the present invention may have various changes and modifications. All modifications, equivalent substitutes and improvements made without departing from the spirit and principle of the present invention shall be within the protection scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for processing messages, which is used for performing a message exchange between a traditional message service user and a converged service user via a converged service system and a traditional message service system, comprising:
- the converged service system receiving a message request sent from the traditional message service user via the traditional message service system and performing a converged service message format conversion on the message request;
- the converged service system determining an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request, and sending the ID of the traditional message service system included in the converted message request to the converged service user;
- the converged service system receiving a predefined service message from the converged service user, wherein the ID of the traditional message service system is included in the predefined service message; and
- the converged service system performing a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message and sending the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the message request includes an ID of the converged service user, an ID of the predefined service and content of the message.

3. The method according to claim 2, after the converged service system sends the converted message request to the converged service user, the method further comprising:
- the converged service user generating a corresponding predefined service message according to the ID of the predefined service and the content of the message, and sending the predefined service message of the converged service user to the converged service system.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step that the converged service system receives a message request sent from the traditional message service user via the traditional message service system specifically comprises:
- the traditional message service user sends a message request to the traditional message service system; and
- the traditional message service system forwards the message request to the converged service system.

5. The method according to claim 1, after the converged service system sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:
- the corresponding traditional message service system sending the predefined service message to the traditional message service user.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

7. A method for processing messages, which is used for performing a message exchange between a user of a first service system and a user of a second service system via the first service system and the second service system, comprising:
- the second service system receiving a message request sent from the user of the first service system via the first service system;
- the second service system determining an ID of the first service system sending the message request according to the message request and sending the user of the second service system the ID of the first service system included in the message request;
- the second service system receiving a predefined service message from the user of the second service system, wherein the ID of the first service system is included in the predefined service message; and
- the second service system sending the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the message request includes an ID of the user of the second service system, an ID of the predefined service and content of the message.

9. The method according to claim 8, after the second service system sends the message request to the user of the second service system, the method further comprising:
the user of the second service system generating a corresponding predefined service message according to the ID of the predefined service and the content of the message, and sending the predefined service message of the user of the second service system to the second service system.

10. The method according to claim 1, after the second service system sends the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:

the corresponding first service system sending the predefined service message to the user of the first service system.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

12. A converged service system, comprising an exchange unit and an exchange selection unit, wherein

the exchange unit comprises:
a first receiving module, which is used for receiving a message request sent from a traditional message service user via a traditional message service system;
a first conversion module, which is used for performing a converged service message format conversion on the message request in the first receiving module;
a determination module, which is used for determining an ID of the traditional message service system sending the message request according to the message request in the conversion module;
a first sending module, which is used for sending the message request in the first conversion module to a converged service user, wherein the message includes the ID of the traditional message service system in the determination module;
a second receiving module, which is used for receiving a predefined service message from the exchange selection unit, wherein the predefined service message includes the ID of the traditional message service system;
a second conversion module, which is used for performing a traditional message service format conversion on the predefined service message coming from the second receiving module; and

a second sending module, which is used for sending the predefined service message in the second conversion module to the exchange selection module;
the exchange selection unit comprises:
a third receiving module, which is used for receiving the predefined service message from the converged service user;
a determination module, which is used for determining a corresponding exchange unit according to the ID of the predefined service system included in the predefined service message; and

a third sending module, which is used for sending the predefined service message to the corresponding exchange unit.

13. The converged service system according to claim 1, further comprising a message and session processing server, which is used for realizing a message exchange between a converged service user and the exchange module, or a message exchange between a converged service user and the exchange selection module.

14. The converged service system according to claim 12 or
13, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

15. A system for processing messages, comprising a traditional message service system, and the converged service system according to claim 12.

16. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step that the converged service system receives a message request sent from the traditional message service user via the traditional message service system specifically comprises:

the traditional message service user sends a message request to the traditional message service system; and

the traditional message service system forwards the message request to the converged service system.

17. The method according to claim 3, wherein the step that the converged service system receives a message request sent from the traditional message service user via the traditional message service system specifically comprises:

the traditional message service user sends a message request to the traditional message service system; and

the traditional message service system forwards the message request to the converged service system.

18. The method according to claim 2, after the converged service system sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:

the corresponding traditional message service system sending the predefined service message to the traditional message service user.

19. The method according to claim 3, after the converged service system sends the converted predefined service message to a traditional message service system corresponding to the ID of the traditional message service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:

the corresponding traditional message service system sending the predefined service message to the traditional message service user.

20. The method according to claim 2, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

21. The method according to claim 3, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

22. The method according to claim 8, after the second service system sends the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:

the corresponding first service system sending the predefined service message to the user of the first service system.

23. The method according to claim 9, after the second service system sends the predefined service message to a first service system corresponding to the ID of the first service system in the predefined service message, the method further comprising:

the corresponding first service system sending the predefined service message to the user of the first service system.
24. The method according to claim 8, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

25. The method according to claim 9, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

26. The converged service system according to claim 13, wherein the ID of the predefined service comprises at least one of the following IDs: an ID of a return receipt and an ID of a reading report.

27. A system for processing messages, comprising a traditional message service system, and the converged service system according to claim 13.

28. A system for processing messages, comprising a traditional message service system, and the converged service system according to claim 14.

29. A system for processing messages, comprising a traditional message service system, and the converged service system according to claim 26.

* * * * *